
Kalewalan i
There  i s  Only O n e  W o r l d  C l a s s  Penthous e  Sui t e

in t h e  Hawai ian Islands

AT THE TOP OF



the pinnacle honolulu - the world class icon of the islands in all of honolulu, nothing is as magnificent

day & night
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Kalewalani   is hawaiian for 
“the highest stratum of the heavens”

your world class home in the sky

with six expansive, 360 degree views of the 
sunrise and sunsets over the blue pacific ocean, 
diamond head, surrounding mountain ridges 
and all of downtown honolulu and waikiki.

when compromise is out of the question...
when only the very best will do...
the kalewalani, the ultimate world class 
penthouse suite of the hawaiian islands.

1199 Bishop Street
Downtown’s most 
upscale address

own your own piece of paradisewaikiki, world famous diamond head and the  blue pacific - it’s all yours
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the only ever built koa wood steinway & sons grand piano in the main salon the grand salon main entrance foyer with a 300 gallon salt water living aquarium
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the billiard room with a forever & endless view ultimate gourmet chef kitchen
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156 bottle, old world wine cellar an incredible luxurious blend: rare stone, woods & stainless steel surrounds the master chef of the house
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the library, study in presidential stylethe kalewalani penthouse suite envelops exquisite art everywhere you look
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Kalewalani level one

you have arrived! welcome home...

polished stainless steel high-speed elevators whisk you to the very top of the 
pinnacle honolulu to your exclusive kalewalani penthouse suite. when guests arrive, 
they are greeted in your lavish, stone-paved, coffered lighted private foyer.

anticipate extraordinary entertainment. the grand room is generously appointed 
with a built-in fireplace, 40” liquid crystal display home theater, state-of-the-art  
dolby 5.1 surround sound and a 350-gallon oceanic aquarium. step on to your grand 
room lanai, enjoy an evening cocktail while you contemplate diamond head, all of 
waikiki and the vast blue pacific.

after cocktails, dinner is served...your formal wine cellar dining room features exotic 
wood floors and floor-to-ceiling clear vision wine racks seamlessly opening to an 
expansive lanai.

gourmet chefs will feel at home in your show kitchen with its imported hand-crafted 
custom granite counters, eight-burner stainless steel viking stove, twin 36” viking 
refrigerator and freezers, viking dishwasher and convection ovens/microwaves.

entertainment and gathering places in your home are plentiful, from the grand room 
to the wine cellar, home theater and billiard room. six spacious, top-of-the-world 
lanais open to soothing tropical breezes and offer unparalelled views of the ocean, 
downtown honolulu, waikiki, diamond head, rainbows over mountains and vast 
hawaiian skies.

the library is spacious and lavish environment. hospitality is completed by beautiful 
fireplace, built-in flat-screen tv and spa bathroom with soothing soaking tub.
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Kalewalani media room

you will also find a world-class media room with 73” home theatre 
screen, plush theater seating, surrounded by full height, floor-to-
ceiling glass window walls.

here, and only here, on the pinnacle’s combined 35th and 36th 
penthouse suite floors open up to downtown honolulu’s most 
spectacular wide-angle panoramas: the city, the vast pacific and 
hawaii’s famous clear blue skies. the koolau mountains to the north, 
the waianae mountain sunsets to the west, world famous diamond 
head and waikiki beach to the east and honolulu harbor with pearl 
harbor beyond to the south. 

the world’s ultimate media & home movie theatre
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bathrooms designed for the most discriminating of owners
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the fendi inspired imperial master bedroom suite “it’s all about you”
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fendi - there is no substitution “nowhere else in the world”
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Kalewalani upper level

take the stairs...or your private elevator...up to the very top floor of the pinnacle. 
here awaiting your arrival are two of the most elegant, elaborate master bedroom 
suites you could ever dream of. each has a custom fireplace and built-in 40” liquid 
crystal entertainment center with dolby 5.1 surround sound, remote control lutron 
mood lighting system, remote electric operated drapes and bedroom climate control 
throughout. each has a master bathroom spa that envelops you in rich travertine 
stone. features include: twin hand-polished alabaster sinks and 103” chroma therapy 
negative edge spa whirlpool tub with a water foundtain that cascades from the 
ceiling. the ultimate steam shower has a rain forest and foot massage, built-in stereo 
and speaker telephone.

the kalewalani penthouse suite at the pinnacle honolulu is without a doubt the 
crown jewel of the hawaiian islands and so alluring, so welcoming, so breathtaking 
that you will never want to leave your home in the sky.

the kalewalani at the pinnacle honolulu. “where the only thing missing is you...”
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electrically controlled drapes, lutron mood lighting and sony surround sound world class fendi design interior everywhere you turn
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Kalewalani master bathroom

features include: twin hand-polished alabaster 
sinks and 103” chroma therapy negative edge 
spa whirlpool tub with a water foundtain that 
cascades from the ceiling. the ultimate steam 
shower has a rain forest and foot massage, 
built-in stereo and speaker telephone.

exclusive use of stone & rich custom african mahogany vanities
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Kalewalani imperial suite

the imperial master bedroom suite is a 
spacious and lavish environment. hospitality 
is completed by beautiful fireplace, built-in 
flat-screen tv and spa bathroom with soothing 
Jacuzzi soaking tub. 

custom, hand crafted circular old italian coffered & hand painted ceiling throughout the penthouse
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the ultimate king kamehameha master bedroom suite “always surrounded by total opulence”
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Kalewalani the premier penthouse suite of the hawaiian islands

photography and design by attila.pohlmann@gmail.com | cell 808.203.4791 | www.h2o-visual.com

Michael F. harrah
designer/ developer/ contractor
president, caribou industries

“the kalewalani penthouse is without a doubt, the crown jewel of the hawaiian 
islands. it’s designed to provide the height of comfort and safety for you, your 
family, friends and guests. every aspect of the kalewalani’s world-class design and 
construction is superlative. the views are breathtaking. there is simply no better 
place on earth to enjoy the ultimate lifestyle that the kalewalani on the very top of 
the pinnacle honolulu, “when compromise is out of the question.” please feel free 
to call me direct at 714-543-9484 before someone else takes your heavenly piece of 
paradise.”

with over three and a half decades experience in hands-on, design-and-build 
construction of destination resorts, marinas, golf courses, shopping centers, hotels, 
performing arts centers and world class restaurants have culminated michael f. 
harrah’s most accomplished masterpiece of interior design and construction with 
extreme attention to unsurpassed detail. hawaii’s only world class landmark icon... 
the kalewalani penthouse suite at the pinnacle honolulu. “simply the very best.”
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Kalewalani at the pinnacle honolulu

high tech security systems.•	
“casa fendi” inspired interior design.•	
electronically controlled drapes, piped music throughout, five (5) zone •	
climate control system.
fully automated - lutron electronic mood lighting throughout.•	
high ceilings with lighted soffits and indirect and direct down mr-16 •	
lighting.
elegant formal wine cellar dining room to satisfy the most discriminating •	
tastes.
four fireplaces in bedrooms and grand room.•	
spacious gourmet kitchen for inspired and professional chefs.•	
custom temperature controlled wine cellar with barrel vaulted used brick •	
ceiling.
the very top - two stories with private elevator between floors.•	
custom his-and-her spa bathrooms surrounded in rich travertine stone. •	
each spectacular bath appointed with 103” chroma therapy, negative edge 
whirlpool spa tub. steam shower features rain forest shower and foot 
massage, built in stereo and speaker telephone.
a personal walk-in-high-security vault for your valuables.•	
four full-size parking stalls in the secured, enclosed parking garage.•	
the most state-of-the-art 24/7 video surveillance security system for your •	
comfort and safety “fob” or “biomatrics” access.
guest house or servant quarters - 1,500 s.f.•	

for more information contact william | phone 714.240.2739 | fax  714.543.9972 | www.pinnaclehonolulu.com image courtesy of ‘the pinnacle llc’

Kalewalani Join the proud and happy homeowners at the pinnacle in hawaii

the pinnacle honolulu - ask the person who owns one
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